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Abstract

Gait recognition is an important biometric technique rel-

evant to video surveillance, where the task is to identify peo-

ple at a distance by their walking patterns captured in the

video. Most of the current approaches for gait recognition

either use a pair of gait images to form a cross-gait rep-

resentation or rely on a single gait image for unique-gait

representation. These two types of representations empir-

ically complement one another. In this paper, we propose

a new Joint Unique-gait and Cross-gait Network (JUCNet)

representation, to combine the advantages of both schemes,

leading to significantly improved performance. A second

contribution of this work is a tailored quintuplet loss func-

tion, which simultaneously boosts inter-class differences by

pushing different subjects further apart and contracts intra-

class variations by pulling same subjects closer. Extensive

tests demonstrate that our method achieves the best perfor-

mance tested on multiple standard benchmarks, compared

with other state-of-the-art methods.

1. Introduction

Gait recognition is the task of identifying people at a dis-

tance using videos of their walking patterns [47]. This is an

active research topic in the field of computer vision, due

to its importance in real-world applications such as video

surveillance, forensic identification, and evidence collection

[6, 22]. As a behavioral biometric, gait exhibits unique ad-

vantages over other biometrics like fingerprint, iris and face

[46], because gait based methods can identify subjects from

low-resolution video sequences [33] without subject’s co-

operation.

In real-world scenarios, variations such as clothing [35],

walking speed [30, 43], carrying condition [42], and camera

viewpoints [24] result in remarkable changes in gait appear-

ance, which may further degrade the performance of gait
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Figure 1. An illustration of our feature learning process. The JUC-

Net structure synchronously learns unique-gait and cross-gait rep-

resentations, and the Quintuplet loss is proposed to increase the

inter-class differences and meanwhile reduce the intra-class varia-

tions.

recognition. Previous methods [18, 20, 48] have been pro-

posed to alleviate these issues. Most of them focus on cross-

gait representation, which is the concatenation of a pair of

gait images and labeled to “Same” or “Different” like the

input of Fig. 1. While being effective in capturing the re-

lationship between a pair of gaits (gallery and probe [23]),

these methods ignore the label (e.g., “X1”, “X2”, “Z1”,

and “K2” in Fig. 1) of each single gait image. The po-

tential of unique-gait/single-gait representation is ignored,

which makes these methods confused in discriminating dif-

ferent subjects with similar clothing, illumination, and car-

rying conditions. For example, X1 and Y1 in Fig. 2 (a) may

be predicted to be an identical subject as they are close in

the feature space. Nowadays, some deep learning methods

(e.g., [37]) tackle this problem based on unique-gait repre-

sentation solely. They extract unique-gait features enclosed

in a single image and then match them to predict the rela-

tionship. While these methods ignore the cross-gait repre-

sentation.

To this end, we develop a deep network called JUCNet

to jointly learn the unique-gait and cross-gait representa-

tions. Different from existing gait recognition methods,

there are three output branches in our network, of which two

branches learn unique-gait representation and one branch
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Figure 2. A conventional network, our JUCNet without and with the quintuplet loss are shown in (a), (b), and (c), respectively. From (a) to

(b), JUCNet additionally learns the identical unique-gait representation, which enlarges inter-class differences among subjects. From (b) to

(c), not only the inter-class variations increases, but also the intra-class discrepancy is decreased, with the help of the proposed quintuplet

loss. Red arch lines of each subject domain in (b) indicate the significant intra-class discrepancy, which is reduced as shown by the red

circles in (c).

learns concatenated cross-gait representation. Fig. 2 (b)

shows the effectiveness of JUCNet. Additionally consider-

ing the identity uniqueness, our model can extract discrimi-

native features, which enlarges the inter-class variations due

to the uniqueness information. This could improve the per-

formance in the case that gaits are difficult to recognize

based on sole cross-gait information.

When conducting recognition, conventional models rank

the affinity scores of a given probe against all gallery gaits.

To achieve this, these models are usually trained by combin-

ing a pair of gaits as a whole, and predicting their relation-

ship via a binary classifier supervised by recognition sig-

nals. By doing so, they can obtain correct classification on

the training set. However, models trained in this way extract

features of relatively large intra-class variations and small

inter-class differences, leading to inferior performance in

the testing stage. Though JUCNet is designed to enlarge

inter-class differences to some extent, the intra-class varia-

tions are still large. For instance, JUCNet increases the dis-

tance between inter-class subjects (e.g., X1 and Y1 in Fig. 2

(b)), while the intra-class subjects (e.g., X1 and X2) are not

sufficiently tight.

In order to address this issue, we propose a quintu-

plet loss function which is a joint of both recognition and

verification signals as the supervision. The basic JUC-

Net described above is therefore extended to be Multi-Pair

JUCNet. This Multi-Pair JUCNet, trained effectively with

the proposed quintuplet loss, learns to enlarge the inter-

class differences by separating the cross-gait representation

from different classes and reduces the intra-class variations

by grouping the representation in the same class together.

Fig. 2 (c) shows the effect. The distance between gait fea-

tures from different subjects (e.g., X1 and Y1) becomes

larger, while the discrepancy of gait features from an iden-

tical subject (e.g., X1 and X2) becomes smaller.

Our main contributions are as follows. 1) We develop a

neural network called JUCNet, which jointly learns unique-

gait representation and cross-gait representation. The two

kinds of representations complement each other and boost

the performance of gait recognition. 2) An effective loss

function for gait recognition, termed as quintuplet loss, is

proposed to guide an extension of JUCNet, named as Multi-

Pair JUCNet, to extract powerful features with small intra-

class variations and large inter-class differences. 3) Our

proposed model outperforms the state-of-the-art models on

public challenging gait datasets, showing its superiority.

2. Related Work

Model based methods. These methods aim to model the

underlying structure of human body and extract motion

features for recognition [2, 5, 18]. They have the advan-

tage of recognizing gaits under various situations like dif-

ferent clothing, carrying conditions, etc. It is difficult for

these methods to model body structures from relatively low-

resolution images, so they can merely work under uncon-

trolled conditions.

Appearance based methods. Appearance based methods

[11, 19, 20, 27, 29, 34, 44, 45] directly extract gait fea-

tures from videos without modeling the underlying struc-

ture of human body. Therefore these methods can work

in low-resolution conditions. They usually consist of three

steps: 1) obtaining human silhouettes, 2) computing sil-

houette based representations such as Gait Energy Images

(GEIs) [29], chrono-gait images [17], and gait flow [21],

and 3) evaluating similarities between gaits.

Deep neural network based methods. Deep learning

methods have achieved a great success in the field of com-

puter vision [13, 38, 40, 41, 51, 25, 10]. Recent methods

for gait recognition have also adopted CNNs [1, 7, 48, 49].
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Figure 3. The architecture of the basic JUCNet model for gait recognition. Its input is a pair of gaits. There are three output branches,

with two corresponding to unique-gait representations (purple part) and one for cross-gait representation (blue part). The unique-gait and

cross-gait representations complement each other to update our model.

These methods learn features from pair GEIs in low-level

[48, 49], middle-level, or high-level layers [1, 7, 9, 36, 48]

and then forward features to a binary classifier for predic-

tion. Wu et al. [48] conducted comprehensive experi-

ments to evaluate these models. However, in these meth-

ods, models are trained by merely learning the cross-gait

representation, ignoring the identical uniqueness. On the

other hand, representative works like [7] train models based

on unique-gait representations, without considering useful

cross-gait representations. On the contrary, the proposed

JUCNet learns both unique-gait and cross-gait representa-

tions. Meanwhile, we design a quintuplet loss to guide the

model to extract features with smaller intra-class variations

and larger inter-class differences.

3. Joint Learning with a Quintuplet Loss

Our method jointly learns unique-gait and cross-gait rep-

resentations based on a proposed quintuplet loss. Before in-

troducing JUCNet, we represent the method of joint learn-

ing and the quintuplet loss in the following.

3.1. Joint Learning

Cross-gait Learning. Methods based on cross-gait repre-

sentation concatenate probe and gallery gait features and in-

put them to a binary classifier to obtain the correct order via

their ranking scores. In this work, we denote an instance of

pair gaits as {(xp, xg), θpg}, where xp is the p-th probe, xg
is the g-th gallery gait, and θpg is the relationship between

them. θpg = 0 means that xp and xg come from an identical

subject, and θpg = 1 indicates that they are from different

subjects. The cross-gait representation should satisfy the

following conditions,

d(xp, xg) ≤ bc − 1 + δpg, if θpg = 0,

d(xp, xg) ≥ bc − 1 + δpg, if θpg = 1,
(1)

where δpg is a nonnegative slack variable, bc is a distance

threshold, and d(·, ·) is a predefined or learned metric mea-

suring discrepancy between a pair of gaits. We minimize

the cross-entropy loss which is formulated as,

Lc(xp, xg) = −
∑

p,g

P (xpg) logQ(xpg), (2)

where xpg is the cross-gait feature vector, P (xpg) is the true

distribution, and Q(xpg) is the predicted distribution.

Unique-gait Learning. Similar to the learning of cross-gait

representation, the unique-gait representation should satisfy

the constraints as,

||U(xp)− U(xg)||
2
2 ≤ bu − 1 + δpg, if θpg = 0,

||U(xp)− U(xg)||
2
2 ≥ bu − 1 + δpg, if θpg = 1,

(3)

where U(xp) and U(xg) are unique-gait representations and

bu is a distance threshold between them. In this formula-

tion, the discrepancy between unique-gait representations

from identical subjects in terms of Euclidean distance is ex-

pected to be smaller than bu, while that of unique-gait rep-

resentations from different subjects is expected to be greater

than bu.

In our model, we consider multiple pairs of gaits as in-

put, so the above constraints should be modified as follows,

||U(xp̂)− U(xg′)||22 − ||U(xp)− U(xg)||
2
2 ≥ 1−δpg, (4)

where {xp, xg} come from an identical subject, while

{xp̂, xg′} are from different subjects. Our aim is to make

the distinction between xp̂ and xg′ greater than the distance

between xp and xg . The above constraint should be satis-

fied no matter xp and xp̂ are identical or not. Thus, the loss

function of learning unique-gait representation is composed

of two terms,

Lu(xp, xg, xp′ , xg′ ) =
∑

p,g,g′,p′

{[1 + ||U(xp) − U(xg)||
2

2−||U(xp)−

U(xg′ )||
2

2]+ + ηi · [1 + ||U(xp) − U(xg)||
2

2−||U(xp′ ) − U(xg′ )||
2

2]+},

(5)
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where [z]+ = max(z, 0). The first term corresponds to

the case that xp and xp̂ are identical (p̂ = p), the second

term corresponds to the case that xp and xp̂ are different

(p̂ 6= p thus we employ p′ for clarity). We note that, in both

cases, {xp, xg′} and {xp′ , xg′} are from different subjects,

individually.

Joint Learning Function. Finally, JUCNet is updated

based on both unique-gait and cross-gait representations, so

the overall loss function is the combination of Lc and Lu,

Lo = Lc + ηu · Lu, (6)

where ηu is a hyperparameter to balance cross-gait and

unique-gait.

3.2. Quintuplet Loss

The popular methods for learning the cross-gait repre-

sentation summarized in Wu et al. [48] are based on recog-

nition signals in Eq. (2), which aims to classify concate-

nated cross-gait representation. Namely, one class is “iden-

tical subject”, and the other class is “different subjects”. In

order to obtain more powerful cross-gait representation, we

adopt both recognition and verification signals as our su-

pervision and propose a quintuplet loss, targeting at simul-

taneously enlarging the inter-class differences and reduc-

ing the intra-class variations. Different from the traditional

recognition-verification loss [32, 39, 8], we define a novel

quintuplet loss associated with quintuplet gaits. This loss

function considers not only discriminating gait instances,

but also differentiating gait pairs.

The Euclidean distance can be employed to measure the

similarity between two gaits in the quintuplet loss. While in

this work, we replace the Euclidean distance with a learned

metric C(·, ·), which represents the distance between two

gaits. Specially, the concatenated cross-gait features are for-

warded to a fully-connected layer with two neurons. The

output value of one neuron is set to be the metric. Consid-

ering multiple pairs, constraints in Eq. (1) are reformulated

as,

C(xp̂, xg′)−C(xp, xg) ≥ 1−δpgp̂g′ , (7)

where {xp, xg} are from an identical subject, while

{xp̂, xg′} are from different subjects. δpgp̂g′ is a nonneg-

ative slack variable. Different from the loss function Eq. (2)

utilized in [48], the loss with the learned metric C(·, ·) can

be denoted as

Lc(xp, xg, xp̂, xg′) =
∑

p,g,p̂,g′

[C(xp, xg)− C(xp̂, xg′) + δ1]+,

(8)

where δ1 is the value of margin. The last fully-connected

layer is followed by a softmax layer, which normalizes the

learned metric into the range of [0, 1].

Due to the normalization operation, the parameter δ1 is

set to 1 in our model. The purpose of the above loss can

be concluded as two aspects: 1) Gaits from the same sub-

ject {xp, xg} are predicted to the class with label 0 and gaits

from different subjects {xp̂, xg′} are predicted to the other

class (label = 1). 2) The distance between C(xp, xg) and

C(xp̂, xg′) is enlarged as far as possible. The first aspect

can be regarded as a binary classification problem, which is

to classify the concatenated cross-gait representation with

recognition signals. The second aspect can be treated as a

verification problem, which aims to make a distinction be-

tween the cross-gait representation from an identical subject

and the cross-gait representation from different subjects.

To employ both recognition and verification signals for

more powerful cross-gait features with smaller intra-class

variations and larger inter-class differences, the loss func-

tion of cross-gait is reformulated as

Lc

(

xp, xg, xp̂, xg′ , xp′′
)

=

−
∑

p,g,p̂,g′

[

P (xpg) logQ(xpg) + P (xp̂g′ ) logQ(xp̂g′ )
]

+ ηc ·
∑

p,g

p̂,g′,p′′

[

δ2 − D(C(xp, xg), C(xp̂, xg′ )) + D(C(xp̂, xg′ ), C(xp′′ , xg′ ))
]

+
,

(9)

where D(x, y) = ||x− y||22. The pair gaits {xp, xg} come

from an identical subject, while {xp̂, xg′} and {xp′′ , xg′} are

from different subjects. The first term in the right hand is

based on the recognition signal, which denotes the classi-

fication of gait-cross representation. The second term is

based on the verification signal, denoting whether two pairs

of gait-cross representations are of the same pair-wise class

label (both pairs from identical subjects or both pairs from

different subjects, which is the case in Fig. 4) or not (one

pair from an identical subject and the other pair from differ-

ent subjects).

Similar to the extension from Eq. (4) to Eq. (5), the

constraint in Eq. (7) should be satisfied no matter xp and xp̂
are identical or not. Therefore, the two terms in the right

hand of Eq. (9) for learning cross-gait representation are

respectively extended to cover both cases (p = p̂ and p 6= p̂)

as

Lc(xp, xg, xp′ , xg′ , xp′′ ) = −
∑

p,g

p′,g′

[(P (xpg) logQ(xpg)

+ P (xpg′ ) logQ(xpg′ )) + ηi · (P (xpg) logQ(xpg) + P (xp′g′ ) logQ(xp′g′ ))]

+ ηc ·
∑

p,g

g′,p′

p′′

[||δ2 − D(C(xp, xg), C(xp, xg′ )) + D(C(xp, xg′ ), C(xp′′ , xg′ ))||+

+ ηi · ||δ2 − D(C(xp, xg), C(xp′ , xg′ )) + D(C(xp′ , xg′ ), C(xp′′ , xg′ ))||+],

(10)

where {xp, xg} are from an identical subject, while

{xp, xg′}, {xp′ , xg′}, and {xp′′ , xg′} come from different

subjects, respectively. The hyperparameters ηc and ηi
are used to balance different terms. We replace Lc in

Eq. (6) with the above formulation in the training stage.

As it may be noticed, there are quintuplet gait instances
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Figure 4. The Multi-Pair JUCNet structure based on the Quintuplet loss in the training stage. The input to our network is several pairs of

gaits. Features are extracted from each pair individually, and are processed based on the quintuplet loss. Here, the quintuplet associated

with our quintuplet loss can be regarded as X1, X2, Y2, Z1, and K1.

(xp, xg, xp′ , xg′ and xp′′ ) in Eq. (10), which are the pro-

posed quintuplet loss named after.

4. JUCNet

In this section, we introduce the architecture of the JUC-

Net, then present a Multi-Pair JUCNet model and the train-

ing procedure based on the quintuplet loss.

4.1. Basic JUCNet

As shown in Fig. 3, given a pair of gray-scale gait im-

ages, our JUCNet model jointly learns the unique-gait and

cross-gait representations, in both low-middle and middle-

high levels. The components for learning unique-gait and

cross-gait representations are presented in the purple and

blue parts, respectively.

Middle-level features. The component for capturing

middle-level features is shown as the yellow part in Fig. 3,

consisting of six convolutional layers. The numbers of ker-

nels in each convolutional layer are sequentially 16, 64, 128,

128, 256, and 256, respectively. The activation function of

convolutional layers is Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU). The

size of all filters in this stage is 3× 3 with stride 1. Each of

the convolutional layers is followed by a max-pooling layer

of size 2× 2 and stride 2.

High-level features. The part learning high-level features

is composed of three branches, of which two learn unique-

gait representation and one learns cross-gait representation.

Each branch of learning unique-gait representation includes

two convolutional layers and two fully-connected layers.

Middle-level feature maps with 256 channels are forwarded

to the first convolutional layer with 256 kernels of size 3×3
and stride 1. The second convolutional layer also contains

256 kernels of size 3× 3 and stride 1. Both of them are fol-

lowed by a max-pooling layer with pooling size 2 × 2 and

stride 2. After the convolutional layers, two fully-connected

layers project feature maps extracted from previous layers

into a subspace by 2048 and 512 neurons, respectively.

The component for learning cross-gait representation is

also comprised of two convolutional layers and two fully-

connected layers. Middle-level features are concatenated

as cross-gait feature vectors, which are input into a convo-

lutional layer with 256 kernels of size 3 × 3 and stride 1.

The difference from the first layer of learning the unique-

gait representation is that the number of kernels is doubled

due to concatenation. The second convolutional layer and

the first fully-connected layer are the same as those learn-

ing unique-gait representation. The second fully-connected

layer contains 2048 neurons.

4.2. MultiPair JUCNet

As described above, JUCNet learns both unique-gait and

cross-gait representations. The proposed quintuplet loss can

enlarge inter-class differences and reduce intra-class varia-

tions simultaneously. To this end, we extend the basic JUC-

Net as a Multi-Pair JUCNet, which serves as the final frame-

work during training, and train it with the quintuplet loss.

Fig. 4 shows the overview of the Multi-Pair JUCNet. A

pair of gaits can be combined as a whole, with the label

of Same-ID or Different-ID. The basic JUCNet model ex-

tracts both unique-gait and cross-gait representations. For

Multi-Pair JUCNet, three pairs of gaits are input to extract

features. Two pairs of gaits are from different subjects,

while one pair of gaits is from an identical subject. Our

model learns unique-gait representation based on the loss

in Eq. (5), and learns cross-gait representation based on the
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quintuplet loss in Eq. (10).

4.3. Training

We choose the popular GEIs [29] as the input of Multi-

Pair JUCNet because of its robustness to noise and its sim-

plicity for computation [16]. GEIs images are resized to the

size of 256×372×1. In order to augment training samples,

we crop a set of 224×326×1 patches from GEIs images and

flip them horizontally at random. It is worth noting that a

pair of GEIs are flipped at the same time to ensure the same

walking direction. It is trained based on stochastic gradient

descent. Weights are initialized as a Gaussian distribution

with mean 0 and standard deviation 0.01. The momentum

is set as 0.9. The model is updated every time after learning

one mini-batch of size 32.

5. Experiments

To verify our model, we test it on three public datasets,

which are at first introduced in this section. These datasets

cover challenges like clothing variation, cross view, etc. in

the task of the gait recognition. Based on the datasets, we

then investigate effectiveness of JUCNet and the quintu-

plet loss. Meanwhile, comparison with the state-of-the-art

methods is also reported. Finally, we study the performance

of our method with the protocol of cross view.

5.1. Datasets

The OUTD-B dataset. The OU-ISIR Gait Database,

Treadmill Dataset B (OUTD-B) [26], is challenging due to

its considerable clothing diversities, such as wearing hat,

regular pants, and half shirt. It is composed of 68 subjects

with up to 32 clothing conditions. There are three subsets

in this dataset, a training set, a gallery set, and a probe set.

The training set includes 20 subjects with 446 sequences.

The gallery set and probe set are employed in the testing

stage. There are 48 subjects with standard clothing types

in the gallery set. The probe set contains 856 sequences

of subjects with other clothing types. Note that subjects in

the gallery set and probe set are disjoint from those in the

training set.

The OU-LP-Bag β dataset. The OU-LP-Bag β database

[28] is built to alleviate the problem of too small variations

in existing datasets. There are one training set, one gallery

set, and one probe set in this dataset. The training set in-

cludes 1, 034 subjects. For each subject, there are two se-

quences, one carrying objects while the other one not. The

gallery and probe sets contain 1, 036 subjects which are dis-

joint from the subjects in the training set. Subjects in the

gallery set carry objects while subjects in the probe set carry

nothing. This dataset provides GEIs of all sequences, so we

directly use these GEIs to carry out our experiments.

The CASIA-B gait dataset. The CASIA-B gait database

[50] is composed of 124 subjects, with 110 sequences per

subject. It contains eleven views and there are ten sequences

per view. Among the ten sequences, six are taken under nor-

mal walking conditions (NM), two are taken when subjects

are with coats (CL), and two are taken when subjects are

with bags (BG).

5.2. Effectiveness of JUCNet and Quintuplet Loss

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the JUCNet and

quintuplet loss, we develop three third-party baseline net-

works, MT, Deeper MT, and CNet. MT and Deeper MT are

representative methods from [48] for learning sole cross-

gait representation to predict the relationship between a pair

of gaits. CNet is a simplified version of JUCNet without the

component of learning unique-gait representation. We also

conduct ablation analysis by comparing our full method

JUCNet (Metric & Quintuplet) with two versions of self

baseline networks, JUCNet and JUCNet (Metric). All these

networks are illustrated in the following.

• MT is a CNN consisting of two convolutional layers,

two pooling layers, and one fully-connected layer. The

input of this model is a pair of GEIs. The MT extracts

features by the convolutional layers and concatenates

features as the cross-gait representation by the fully-

connected layer. Finally, the cross-gait representation

will be input to a binary classifier to predict their rela-

tionship.

• Deeper MT is a deeper version of MT. It contains two

additional fully-connected layers. Two convolutional

layers and two fully-connected layers are utilized to

learn two feature sets from the input GEIs. Then they

will be concatenated as a whole to learn cross-gait rep-

resentation by the third fully-connected layer. MT and

Deeper MT have achieved state-of-the-art performance

on some datasets [48].

• CNet is a network which excludes the unique-gait part

from our JUCNet. It contains eight convolutional lay-

ers and two fully-connected layers. As shown in the

yellow and blue parts of Fig. 3, CNet shares a simi-

lar structure with both MT and Deeper MT. The major

difference from them is that when the feature maps are

concatenated as a whole, more layers are built in order

to learn powerful cross-gait representation.

• JUCNet is our proposed network that jointly learns

unique-gait and cross-gait representation. This JUC-

Net model is updated based on the loss functions in

Eq. (2), (4), and (6).

• JUCNet (Metric) is our JUCNet model plus metric

learning. It learns the metric C(·, ·) to represent the

distance between a pair of gaits. The loss functions

employed to train this model are Eqs. (4), (6), and (8) .
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Figure 5. The Rank-1 accuracy by varying the weighting parameters ηi, ηu, and ηc investigated on the validation set of OU-LP-Bag β.

When varying one hyperparameter, the other two are fixed.

• JUCNet (M & Quintuplet) is our JUCNet model

plus both metric learning and our proposed quintu-

plet loss. Fig. 4 and the section of Quintuplet Loss

present the details of this model and the quintuplet

loss. The model is trained based on the loss functions

in Eqs. (4), (6) and (10).

Parameter analysis. Different loss terms are weighted by

hyperparameters in our loss functions. In order to set them

appropriately, we utilize a part of the training set as a vali-

dation set and investigate the effect of hyperparameters by

varying ηi, ηu, and ηc in Eqs. (5), (6), and (10) from 0 to 1.

When hyperparameters are equal to 0, only the first term in

the above equations works. With the increase of hyperpa-

rameters, the binding term plays a more and more important

role in our model. When varying one hyperparameter, the

other two hyperparameters are set to be fixed. According

to the results shown in Fig. 5, in general the accuracies be-

come higher with the increase of hyperparameters until be-

coming lower with increased values. The best performance

is achieved when ηi = 0.6, ηu = 0.4, and ηc = 0.6, which

are set in our following experiments.

Results in terms of rank-n accuracy. We report the re-

sults of rank-1, rank-3, rank-5, and rank-10 accuracies of

the aforementioned six models on both OU-LP-Bag β and

OUTD-B, shown in Table 1 and Table 2, respectively.

In both tables, we observe that: 1) JUCNet achieves

higher accuracies than MT, Deeper MT and CNet. This ver-

ifies the effectiveness of the proposed JUCNet by jointly

learning unique-gait and cross-gait representations. As

shown in Fig. 3 , the unique-gait representation and cross-

gait representation complement each other to update the

shared-weight layers, leading to more powerful high-level

features. 2) The improvement from JUCNet to JUCNet

(Metric) reveals the advantage of metric C(·, ·), which

learns to measure discrepancy between gaits driven by data

automatically, in contrast to pre-defined metric like the Eu-

clidean distance. 3) The JUCNet (Metric & Quintuplet)

Table 1. The rank-1, rank-3, rank-5, and rank-10 accuracies [%]

of different models on the OU-LP-Bag β dataset. The best results

are shown in bold, which also applies to the following tables.

Models rank-1 rank-3 rank-5 rank-10

MT [48] 59.9 75.2 80.1 86.8

Deeper MT [48] 68.1 81.8 86.0 90.8

CNet 71.0 86.9 91.5 95.2

JUCNet 74.3 87.4 90.8 95.3

JUCNet (Metric) 74.8 88.9 92.3 95.6

JUCNet (M & Quintuplet) 78.2 89.6 92.8 95.8

Table 2. The rank-1, rank-3, rank-5, and rank-10 accuracies [%] of

different models on the OUTD-B dataset.
Models rank-1 rank-3 rank-5 rank-10

MT [48] 70.7 87.7 91.9 97.9

Deeper MT [48] 72.4 90.3 95.8 98.4

CNet 71.1 88.2 94.3 97.9

JUCNet 73.2 88.9 94.2 98.0

JUCNet (Metric) 73.8 88.4 93.9 97.9

JUCNet (M & Quintuplet) 76.4 91.4 95.2 98.7

achieves better performance than both JUCNet and JUC-

Net (Metric), which additionally suggests the effectiveness

of our proposed quintuplet loss. 4) The improvement from

other models to JUCNet (Metric & Quintuplet) in terms of

rand-1 accuracy is more evident than that in terms of rank-

3, rank-5, and rank-10 accuracies. We that suspect the fol-

lowing reason justifies. Given a probe gait, other models

may determine more than one gallery gait as from an identi-

cal subject, because they are trained with only classification

loss. To the contrast, the quintuplet loss guides our model to

not only obtain correct classification results, but also learn

more powerful features ensuring enlarged inter-class differ-

ences and decreased intra-class variations, leading to cor-

rect ranking orders.

5.3. Comparison with Stateoftheart Methods

We have verified that the proposed JUCNet with the

quintuplet loss outperforms the conventional CNN mod-
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Table 3. The rank-1 accuracies [%] of different methods on testing

sets of OU-LP-Bag β and OUTD-B.“-” indicates not provided.

Methods OU-LP-Bag β OUTD-B

FDF (Part-based) - 66.3

EnDFT (Part-based) - 72.8

GEnl 29.5 59.0

Masked GEI - 28.0

Gabor GEI 46.4 62.3

GEI w/o ML 24.6 55.3

GEI w/ Ranking SVM 28.3 58.4

JISML 57.4 74.5

JUCNet 74.1 73.2

JUCNet (Metric) 74.7 74.9

JUCNet (M & Quintuplet) 79.3 77.6

els which are solely based on cross-gait representation. In

this section, we compare our method with other state-of-

the-art methods, including part-based FDF [14], part-based

Entropy of the Discrete Fourier Transform (EnDFT) [35],

GEnI [3], Masked-GEI [4], Gabor GEI [42] and spatial

metric learning methods using GEI like ranking SVM [31],

and a Joint Intensity and Spatial Metric Learning method

(JISML) [28].

The results in Table 3 show that JUCNet plus metric

learning outperforms the previous best method on both OU-

LP-Bag β and OUTD-B databases, which reveals its ef-

fectiveness. JUCNet based on metric learning and quin-

tuplet loss achieves better performance than JUCNet with

metric, justifying the advantage of our proposed quintu-

plet loss again. The JISML method introduces joint learn-

ing of intensity and spatial metric in order to mitigate the

large intra-class differences and leverage the subtle inter-

class differences, while in our method the quintuplet loss

accomplishes this task. A method proposed by Guan et

al. [12] achieves better rank-1 accuracy on the OUTD-B

dataset than ours. While their results are achieved under a

different training/testing protocol. Meanwhile, their method

requires a regular within-class matrix for the gallery set,

so it cannot be applied on datasets including only a single

probe and a single gallery per subject like the OU-LP-Bag

β dataset.

In addition, Table 3 reveals that the improvement over

existing methods achieved by our method on the OU-LP-

Bag β dataset is greater than that on the OUTD-B dataset

with regard to the rank-1 accuracy. This is because that

there are more subjects (1, 034) in the training set of the

OU-LP-Bag β dataset, while there are only 20 subjects in

the training set of OUTD-B. Larger scale of the training

set benefits our model in gaining greater learning capacity.

On the other hand, though there are more samples in the

OU-LP-Bag β dataset, the final results regarding the rank-1
accuracy on both datasets are at the same level. We believe

that, it is more difficult for models to recognize the correct

subjects from the OU-LP-Bag β dataset than the OUTD-B

Table 4. The rank-1 accuracies [%] of different methods under

the cross-view condition on the BG subset of the CASIA-B gait

dataset.
Probe Gallery RLTDA MT JUCNet

54◦ 36◦ 80.8 92.7 91.8

54◦ 72◦ 71.5 90.4 93.9

90◦ 72◦ 75.3 93.3 95.9

90◦ 108◦ 76.5 88.9 95.9

126◦ 108◦ 66.5 93.3 93.9

126◦ 144◦ 72.3 86.0 87.8

Average 73.8 90.8 93.2

dataset because the OUTD-B dataset includes only 48 sub-

jects in the testing set, while there are 1, 036 subjects in the

testing set of the OU-LP-Bag β dataset.

It may be observed that the results of OU-LP-Bag β and

OUTD-B in Table 3 are better than those in Tables 1 and

2. As mentioned above, we utilize a part of the training

set in these two datasets as a validation set to tune weight

parameters. Thus results in Tables 1 and 2 are reported by

models trained without the validation set. While comparing

with other methods in Table 3, we put the validation set back

to the training set to re-train the model for a fair comparison,

because the validation set belongs to the training set in other

methods.

5.4. Crossview Study

The issue of cross view is crucial for gait recognition, so

we evaluate our method under the condition of cross view

on the BG subset of the CASIA-B gait dataset. We evaluate

our method on the more challenging BG set (the accuracy is

between 86.0% and 93.3%), rather than the NM set (the ac-

curacy is between 97.0% and 99.5%). As shown in Table 4,

subjects in the probe and gallery sets are of different views.

The comparison with Wu et al. [48] and Hu et al. [15] in-

dicates that our method achieves satisfactory performance

under the cross-view protocol.

6. Conclusion

We have proposed a JUCNet model to jointly learn

unique-gait and cross-gait representations for gait recogni-

tion. The two kinds of representations complement each

other to boost the performance of gait recognition. More-

over, a quintuplet loss for gait recognition was proposed to

increase the inter-class differences by pushing the cross-gait

representation learned from different classes apart and re-

duce the intra-class variations by pulling the representations

learned from an identical class together. The experimental

results on public datasets suggest that the JUCNet model

outperforms existing CNN models based on sole cross-gait

representation, demonstrating the effectiveness of the JUC-

Net model. JUCNet with the quintuplet loss further im-

proves the performance, validating its superiority over the

state-of-the-art methods.
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